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"Black consumers have strong opinions about car brands –
the ones they currently drive as well as their dream car.
Most Black consumers’ opinions are driven by pragmatic
criteria, but subjective characteristics shape their
preferences and desire to upgrade to something better
within their price range."
- Toya Mitchell, Multicultural Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Domestic mid-tier brands deliver the best value, which is the leading purchase driver
Foreign brands own positive attributes across the board, but may be perceived as
expensive
Black consumers associate foreign cars with base- and advanced-level attributes more
than domestic
Car sites and inner circle provide trusted information
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This Report covers Black consumers’ perceptions of domestic and foreign autos across all types
including basic, conventional, pickups, vans, and SUV/CUVs.
This is one of many Reports that Mintel has produced to help explain the dynamics of Black consumers’
involvement with the auto category. Readers may also be interested in Mintel’s Reports: Black
Consumers and the Car Purchasing Process – US, June 2016; Black Consumers’ Attitudes Toward Car
Buying – US, June 2015; Hispanic Consumers’ Perceptions of Auto Brands – US, March 2017 as well as
all the titles in Mintel’s Automotive library.
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Upper-income Blacks assign positive attributes to standard and luxury brands
Figure 23: Black consumers’ perceptions of domestic auto brands, by household income, November 2016

Blacks’ Perceptions of Foreign Auto Brands
Foreign luxury brands embody desired attributes, but price weakens their value
Figure 24: Correspondence analysis – Black consumers’ perceptions of foreign auto brands, November 2016
Top-owned foreign brands provide the greatest value and safety, but average benefits in other areas
Figure 25: Black consumers’ perceptions of foreign auto brands, November 2016
Black ownership under represented among foreign brand volume leaders
Figure 26: Top 10 foreign auto brand ownership, Black index to all, July 2015-August 2016
Middle-income Blacks assign good value to mid-range brands
Figure 27: Black consumers’ perceptions of foreign auto brands – Good value, by household income, November 2016
Blacks assign desired auto attributes to foreign over domestic brands
Figure 28: Black consumers’ perceptions of domestic and foreign auto brands – None, November 2016

Factors Influencing Blacks’ Perceptions of Car Brands
Price is king, but product perception and attributes are important
Figure 29: Factors influencing Blacks’ perceptions of car brands, November 2016
Black Millennials rely on the most criteria for their car purchase
Figure 30: Factors influencing Blacks’ perceptions of car brands, by generation, November 2016
Middle-income buyers depend on outside sources, upper-income buyers rely on their experience
Figure 31: Factors influencing Blacks’ perceptions of car brands, by household income, November 2016
Black women express greater concern for safety ratings
Figure 32: Factors influencing Blacks’ perceptions of car brands, by gender, November 2016

Blacks’ Attitudes toward Car Brands
Driving for Blacks is fun and an extension of their image
Figure 33: Blacks’ attitudes toward car brands, November 2016
Millennials continuously shop for cars while Baby Boomers demonstrate the greatest loyalty
Figure 34: Blacks’ attitudes toward car brands, by generation, November 2016
Middle-income Blacks focused on image, upper-income Blacks focused on value
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Black male Millennials are searching for their dream car, while Boomers are already driving it
Figure 36: Blacks’ attitudes toward car brands, by male and generation, November 2016
Foreign car recalls may have eroded quality measures in the minds of Black women
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Married Blacks are more loyal to car brands, perhaps because their criteria expands beyond just function
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Reasons for Most Recent Auto Acquisition
“You get what you pay for” and Blacks expect durability for their money
Figure 39: Blacks’ reasons for most recent auto acquisition, November 2016
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Black women are influenced by traditional performance, but older women tend to value experience
Figure 40: Blacks’ reasons for most recent auto acquisition, by female and generation, November 2016
Black men, especially the younger ones, value advanced technology
Figure 41: Blacks’ reasons for most recent auto acquisition, by male and generation, November 2016
Safety and performance technology top Black parents’ concerns
Figure 42: Blacks’ reasons for most recent auto acquisition – Safety and performance technology, by parental status, November 2016
Advanced performance and technology drive purchase among upper- income Blacks
Figure 43: Blacks’ reasons for most recent auto acquisition – Brand and performance, by household income, November 2016
Blacks’ ownership of car features skews toward the basics
Figure 44: Auto feature ownership, Black households vs all, July 2015-August 2016

Blacks’ Trusted Information Sources
Blacks go straight to car sources for product information
Figure 45: Blacks’ trusted information sources, November 2016
Young men most likely to trust their peers’ car knowledge
Figure 46: Blacks’ trusted information sources – Select items, by male and generation, November 2016
Black women across generations rely on family and friends
Figure 47: Blacks’ trusted information sources – Select items, female and generation, November 2016
Secondary sources vary across income strata
Figure 48: Blacks’ trusted information sources – Media, by household income, November 2016
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